10

Looking out the Window

THINGDSO
TO
1

ISpy

2

When the Ants

3

Nature Spotto

4

Who am I

While Travelling

on a bus or train, there are loads of things
An oldie but a goodie. Whether you are in the car,
ing colours.
inside and outside. Involve the younger ones by includ
nt endings - it’s hilarious!
Sing this song and encouraging the kids to add differe
one stopped…” Yup, lots of toilet humour.
Eg; “The Ants go marching two by two and the little

The first person to spot.... (a gum tree…a kangaroo…a

Be prepared for loads of laughs. “I am a character

cloud that looks like a face… etc)

on TV…” “I am red…” “I am a puppet…”

5 Rock, Paper, Scissors

Which one wins? Mix it up by adding some variations.

6

Supermarket Game

7

Caravan Spotter

t today and bought some apples.”
Start with the letter ‘A’…”I went to the supermarke
to the grocery store today and bought
Second person has to repeat from letter “A,” “I went
through the alphabet.
some apples and bread.” Continue going all the way

What type of van was that one? Start a list… Full van,

8 Car Spotter

What type of car? 4wd? Toyota…start and make a

9

10 Green Bottles

Another classic that you can change and adjust to
hanging on the van…

pop up, brand name.

list.

mix it up in the car. Eg: 10 Gas Bottles,

10 Word Game

“apple.” The next player will then have to
Start with a word that starts with the letter “A,” like
which in this case would be “E,” so they
say a word that starts with the last letter of that word,
it up.
could say “elevator.” You can pick a theme to mix

Check out www.natureplayqld.org.au
for more Nature Playlists and outdoor activities.
Content supplied by Caravanning with Kids,
in partnership with Brisbane Kids.
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